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Short-listed for the ALS Gold Medal 2012. Chris Edwards' first full-length collection, People of Earth (2011)
brings together the bulk of his previous Vagabond chapbooks plus a wealth of newer material, including A
Fluke, his mistranslation of Stéphane Mallarmé's Un Coup de dés, and the first movement of Sonata for O,
his "rendition" of Rainer Maria Rilke's Sonnets to Orpheus. The book's concluding section, "Aha!",
incorporates scanned material and Egyptian hieroglyphs in what Stuart Cooke (writing in Southerly) called
"remarkable fissions of image, sign and signification" operating "at the intersection of non-verbal and verbal
sounds, pictorial and alphabetic signs, and of 'primitive' and modern poetries." "However much Edwards
avoids the traditional role of the poet, he doesn't really do away with being referential, with a sense of the
real world. Instead, he uncovers its utter strangeness ... " (David McCooey, Australian Book Review) Chris
Edwards lives in Sydney, Australia, where he works as a freelance editor, typographer and graphic designer.
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From reader reviews:

Dewey Newkirk:

Reading a e-book can be one of a lot of action that everyone in the world loves. Do you like reading book
thus. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoy it. First reading a guide will give you a lot of new data.
When you read a book you will get new information mainly because book is one of numerous ways to share
the information or even their idea. Second, reading a book will make anyone more imaginative. When you
looking at a book especially fictional book the author will bring someone to imagine the story how the
people do it anything. Third, you could share your knowledge to other people. When you read this People of
Earth, you are able to tells your family, friends and also soon about yours book. Your knowledge can inspire
average, make them reading a reserve.

Winford Patterson:

Is it you who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day by watching television programs or just
resting on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This People of Earth can be the reply, oh how
comes? It's a book you know. You are thus out of date, spending your time by reading in this brand-new era
is common not a geek activity. So what these ebooks have than the others?

Donna Eldridge:

Don't be worry in case you are afraid that this book can filled the space in your house, you will get it in e-
book means, more simple and reachable. This particular People of Earth can give you a lot of buddies
because by you taking a look at this one book you have thing that they don't and make anyone more like an
interesting person. This book can be one of one step for you to get success. This book offer you information
that maybe your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than different make you to be great individuals. So ,
why hesitate? Let us have People of Earth.

Sharon Wilson:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got students? We believe that that concern was
given by teacher for their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everybody has different hobby. And you also
know that little person similar to reading or as reading become their hobby. You should know that reading is
very important as well as book as to be the matter. Book is important thing to add you knowledge, except
your personal teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update in relation to something by book. Numerous
books that can you take to be your object. One of them is actually People of Earth.
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